Meeting the Challenges in Pediatric Wound Care: Our 15-Year Experience with Dialkylcarbamoyl Chloride-Coated Dressing Technology in Acute and Chronic Wounds
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Abstract: Although similar in structure, pediatric skin is more delicate and vulnerable compared with adult skin and, as a result, is more prone to wounding. The immune response in pediatric skin is underdeveloped because of immature inflammatory cells and lower number of bone marrow progenitor cells. Therefore, pediatric patients, particularly newborns, have weak responses to microorganisms. The use of antimicrobial agents (eg, antibiotics, antimicrobial wound dressings, etc.) to aid in the prevention and/or treatment of wounds prone to or which are infected is one treatment option. Antimicrobial wound dressings using DACC technology physically bind bacteria and reduce the need for chemically active antimicrobial agents. This perspective is intended to highlight the benefit of DACC technology wound dressings for the prevention and treatment of pediatric wounds related to wound infection. We have found that DACC technology dressings are of benefit in the treatment of pediatric wounds and offer a significant resource for the treatment of pediatric wounds.
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Introduction

The skin provides the critical function of assuring a protective barrier between the body’s internal structures and the external environment. Infant skin differs from adult skin at the structural, functional and compositional levels and, together, these differences contribute to the clinically observed differences between infant and adult skin. Pediatric skin is different from the skin of an adult, although it is anatomically mature in terms of the presence of the various skin layers when examined histologically. However, pediatric skin is a more delicate and vulnerable structure. For example, the skin of the neonate and infant is thinner and there is reduced cohesion between the epidermis and dermis. The microvasculature of infant skin is not yet organised, and the skin’s subcutaneous is underdeveloped. The immune response of pediatric skin is also underdeveloped with white blood cells being immature, low numbers of bone marrow progenitor cells. This results in newborns having weak bactericidal functions which improves as the infant grows and the immune response matures.

Pediatric Wound Healing

Wound healing progresses along the same physiological processes regardless of age, following the three main phases of the inflammatory phase, the proliferative phase, and the maturation phase. Clinical experience suggests that pediatric wounds
tend to heal quicker than equivalent adult wounds\textsuperscript{18–20} and it has been proposed that this improved healing is due to the increased cellularity and modified connective tissue of infant skin.\textsuperscript{10,20} In pediatric patients with wounds, many considerations and risk factors must be considered for any treatment plan that is provided. Additional risk factors for pediatric wounds include a reduced ability for pediatric patients to thermoregulate, increased body surface-to-weight ratio, increased transepidermal water loss, increased susceptibility to skin stripping, and immature biological systems (eg, immune).\textsuperscript{21} The causes of wounds in pediatric patients differ from those of adults and are more likely to have acute wounds such as from traffic accidents and burns.\textsuperscript{17} Chronic wounds such as pressure ulcers are largely caused by medical device-related pressure,\textsuperscript{22} friction and shear.\textsuperscript{17} Maltreatment of a child can also result in wounds. The failure of a wound to progress towards healing according to the expected course may be considered chronic, and these wounds may be compromised by such occurrences as malnutrition and/or infection.\textsuperscript{10,23,24} Possessing an immature immune response, pediatric patients are at elevated risk for life-threatening sepsis secondary to bacterial proliferation within the wound bed.\textsuperscript{25,26}

Immobility, neurological impairment, primary system dysfunction, mechanical ventilation in tracheostomy-dependent patients, poor nutritional status and long-lasting surgical procedures are the main risk factors associated with skin breakdown and responsible for limited oxygen supply to the skin and a rapid pressure ulcer development.\textsuperscript{27–31} Acute and critically ill children are at elevated risk of developing hospital-acquired pressure ulcers.\textsuperscript{32} The use of medical devices is associated with 50% of pressure ulcers in pediatric inpatients,\textsuperscript{33,34} although some studies indicate that in pediatric intensive care units the majority were not medical device related.\textsuperscript{35} The iatrogenic effects of pressure ulcers in children include compromised skin protection, altered thermoregulation, metabolic deficiencies, compromised immunity, and decreased sensation. Newborn and infants exhibit rapidly progressing pressure sores in ICUs, earlier than adults.\textsuperscript{36} The pre-disposing factors of skin thickness, physiologic oedema, and capillary network instability typical in children make for an elevated risk and for the rapid onset and progression from stage I to IV pressure ulcer.\textsuperscript{37} Finally, the skin immunity is clearly responsible for a healing process and for a stable reconstruction.\textsuperscript{38}

Although the sacrum, buttock, and heels are the most prevalent locations for pressure injuries in adults,\textsuperscript{39} the most common locations of pressure ulcers in pediatric patients in a tertiary care hospital were the ears, occiput, and heels.\textsuperscript{40–42} The pressure ulcer incidence rate among pediatric patients has been reported to range between 0.29 and 7.3%.\textsuperscript{33,43} Studies specifically examining incidence rates in select clinical settings have found incidence rates in neonatal intensive care units of 3.9–16%,\textsuperscript{44,45} and in pediatric intensive care units incidence rates have been cited as ranging from 0.8 to 27%.\textsuperscript{32,35,46} A descriptive analysis evaluating 39,984 patients identified a 1.1% (range, 0.57–4.6%) rate of hospital-acquired pressure ulcers (HAPUs) among pediatric patients (aged 1 day to 18 years).\textsuperscript{32} It is noteworthy that a retrospective study of 5346 pediatric intensive care patients demonstrated damage to the epidermis/dermis from a pressure ulcer injury increased the risk for infection, other care complications, and later psychosocial effects related to tissue damage and scarring.\textsuperscript{46} Nie highlights the unique aspects of pediatric physiology that can result in an increased risk for pressure injury and the subsequent complications both physical and psychological.\textsuperscript{47}

Maintenance of skin integrity and prompt diagnosis of pressure ulcers in the pediatric population is nowadays a high priority, especially when caring for the critically ill child. Pediatric skin is functionally still developing, and the impaired barrier function makes it more susceptible to local or systemic infections compared with adults.\textsuperscript{48} In pediatric patients, the epidermal skin is loosely bound to the dermis, making them more susceptible to epidermal tears and blisters.\textsuperscript{49} The decreased epidermal-dermal cohesion, immature epidermal barrier, and immune system\textsuperscript{10} can leave the pediatric patient more prone to infections.\textsuperscript{17} Prevention or treatment of infection in pediatric wounds is a significant challenge for the clinician; for example, it has recently been reported that 67% of stage 3 pressure ulcers in children less than 10 years of age are critically contaminated and/or infected and from a microbiological point of view a polymicrobial profile affected the lesions in 92% of these infected cases.\textsuperscript{50} The reasons for this increased liability of infection are multifactorial, for example, in the infant skin barrier which differ from that of adults in the host immunological defense ability relating to the high percent of immature neutrophils, which demonstrated compromised adhesion and phagocytosis and are therefore more prone to develop bacterial infections.\textsuperscript{51}

Overall, there are many causes that determine a greater propensity to infections of pediatric complex skin lesions and therefore we can assert that the final genesis is in any case multifactorial and multicausal. The causes are also wide and varied and include skin thickness, the poor dermal capillary bundles, a true physiological oedema capable of interfering
with the transport of oxygen on the skin surface, a huge skin critical colonization, the systemic immunity depletion, salivary, fecal, urine incontinence, the small size of the various parts of the body that make self-on-self pressure ulcers easier as well as the skin tears, patients with the highest number of devices per body surface available when admitted to critical intensive areas.

**Pediatric Wounds and Wound Dressings**

In both pediatric patients and adults, wound healing generally proceeds through the same four phases: coagulation, inflammation, proliferation, and maturation. However, there are physiological differences in pediatric skin that affect wound healing and require consideration during treatment. Most wound dressings are developed from adult research studies, and in many cases pediatric wound care specialists must adapt these products for use in children. Wound dressings do not come in small enough sizes for easy use on pediatric patients. One of the key goals of holistic wound management in children is to minimise pain and lessen emotional distress. However, as the skin of pediatric patients is more susceptible to epidermal tears and blistering, tissue damage on the removal of adhesive wound dressings is likely to be elevated due to higher risk of epidermal stripping. The advent of non-adhesive wound dressings and the associated atraumatic dressing change will reduce levels of pain experienced by pediatric patients and the associated anxiety of patients and carers.

Regarding wound infection and dressings in pediatric wounds, DACC-coated wound dressings are a group of wound dressing that utilises the hydrophobic interactions between the fatty acid DACC and bacteria. These bacteria become physically bound to the fibres of the DACC-coated dressing and are removed when the dressing is removed. The antimicrobial effect of this dressing is beneficial as it reduces the need to use chemically active antimicrobial agents thereby reducing the risk of the development of bacterial resistance. The evidence for the use of DACC-coated wound dressings in the treatment of pediatric wounds is limited (Table 1). The efficacy of Cutimed Sorbact was recently demonstrated in donor site wounds after a split-thickness graft in children aged <16 years. This prospective RCT that included three wound dressings showed that DACC wound dressing was just as effective as the other dressings in time to re-epithelialisation, pain, and itch scores. A small observational case series in 10 children (mean age = 2.49 years, range 11 months – 8 years) with superficial-partial burns (TBSA range 4–14%, mean = 8%) showed that DACC wound dressing was effective at promoting wound progression in these burn wounds, with 50% of wounds healing within seven days and 100% of wounds healing within 21 days. Few clinical studies have examined the effect of DACC wound dressings on the incidence of wound infection. Meberg and Schøyen reported on umbilical cord care and prevention of infection in a large prospective randomised trial of 2441 infants who received either DACC wound dressing or daily cleansing of the wound with 0.5% chlorhexidine/70% ethanol. The results showed that there was no difference between total infection rates: 16.3% and 14.6% in the DACC wound dressing group and chlorhexidine group, respectively (p > 0.05).

Considering this and the evidence that has been presented in the previous sections of this article that the skin of pediatric patients demonstrates greater fragility and increased risk of damage and infection, the authors propose a ten-point criteria for an ideal wound dressing for pediatric patients (Table 2).

This paper describes our fifteen-year experience in wound care and clinical experience with DACC technology in pediatric patients and highlights the challenges of pediatric wound care.

**The Pediatric Patients and Their Treatments**

The patients were treated at the Bambino Gesu’ Children’s Hospital, Rome, Italy, between July 2007 and January 2021. A total of 4223 patients (aged 0–16 years) with a variety of wounds were admitted and 1232 children affected by complex wounds underwent treatment with DACC wound dressings (Cutimed Sorbact or Cutimed Sorbact gel). Exclusion criteria included ulcers of vascular or diabetic in origin or if the ulcers were drug-resistant in nature. Patients with a known sensitivity to the dressing or its components were also excluded. The following data were collected: demographics, signs and symptoms of wound infection (using the parameters defined in the International Wound Infection Institute’s Principles of Best Practice), wound healing progression (as measured by a change in surface wound area and volume reduction as measured with digital planimetry), assessment of pain experienced upon dressing removal (as measured by the FLACC Behavioural Pain Assessment Scale and VAS), ease of use and...
dressing acceptability in relation to the physical and performance characteristics of the dressing (eg, conformability, ease of handling, dislocation of dressing), the psychological impact of the wound care (eg, child’s anxiety), and peri-wound skin damage. A multidisciplinary team (including pediatric clinical nurse specialists, plastic surgeon, microbiologist, dermatologist, oncohematologist, psychologist, occupational therapist, immunologist) participated in various aspects of studies and treatment.

Regarding treatment with the DACC wound dressing, use of the dressing was stopped if wound bioburden did not decrease within 10 days (4–5 dressing changes) or if the patients began to exhibit signs of fever. Together, a specialised team from a number of disciplines (including pediatric nurses, surgeons, microbiologists, psychologists, pharmacologists and other allied professionals) was consulted as needed and is necessary for a holistic child and wound care view especially in immobile pediatric patients with a permanent high skin breakdown risk and a severe to moderate cerebral disability together with a primary multisystem dysfunction.63–65

### Our Clinical Experience

Of the 1232 pediatric patients affected by complex wounds who underwent treatment with DACC wound dressing 56% presented with an infected wound. Of these, 66% were under 5 years of age. In approximately 33% of the cases the lesions were in the cephalic extremity, in the occipital area in case of pressure injuries, in the vertex site or to cover

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Design &amp; Methodology</th>
<th>Main Outcomes</th>
<th>Main Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| McBride et al57         | - Prospective, single-centre, three-arm parallel group, randomised study  
- Thigh donor sites  
- Treatment: Cutimend Sorbact® (n=36) vs Algiste™ vs Cuticerin™                                                                                       | - Primary outcomes: Days to re-epithelialisation, pain  
- Secondary outcomes: Treatment cost, itching, scarring at 3 and 6 months                                                                   | - No difference between three different dressing types for all outcomes  
- Median time to re-epithelialisation 7 days  
- Majority of patients had pain scores at zero                                                                                               |
| Meberg and Schøyen59    | - Prospective, randomised study  
- Umbilical cord stump  
- Treatment: Sorbact® (n=1213) vs daily chlorhexidine/ethanol (C/E) wash (n=1228)                                                                           | - Total infection rates                                                                                                                | - 410 infections in 377/2441 infants  
- No difference in infection rates (16.3% vs 14.6%, Sorbact vs C/E; p>0.05)  
- Conjunctivitis accounted for largest proportion of infections, omphalitis (infection of umbilical cord stump) <1% of infections |
| Boyar83                 | - Case series (n=3)  
- Two neonates and one 10-year-old child  
- Wound types: a colonized, unstageable occipital pressure injury, an infected stage 4 pressure injury over a vertebra, and a dehisced surgical sternal wound  
- Treatment: DACC wound dressing                                                                                                               | - Wound closure                                                                                                                       | - Wounds that had previously exhibited delayed healing  
- Complete closure achieved in all wounds within 2–4 weeks                                                                                      |
| Kusu-Orkar et al58      | - Case series (n=10)  
- Superficial-partial thickness burns  
- Children <10 years-old included  
- Mean age: 2.49 years (range, 11 months to 8 years)  
- Treatment: Sorbact®  
- Treatment duration: 4 weeks                                                                                                                   | - Primary outcome: Time to 95% re-epithelialisation  
- Secondary outcomes: Wound complications, adverse healing, number of dressing changes                                                      | - 50% of wounds healed within seven days  
- 70% of wounds healed within 14 days  
- 100% of wounds healed within 21 days  
- Mean number of dressing changes = 1.4 (range, 1–2)  
- One patient experienced 3–4 temperature spikes that was successfully treated with broad-spectrum antibiotics |
a craniotomy for cranioplasty to prevent SSI. Nearly 50% of infected lesions were due to ulcers or MDRI. Our experience with using DACC wound dressing in these patients is very positive. Almost 92% of patients treated with the antimicrobial wound dressing showed complete healing of their wounds, 1.5% of wounds deteriorated and 5% did not show stable progression. The remainder of patients were lost to follow-up. Patients with pressure ulcers showed no recurrence when seen after a mean follow-up period of 90 days. The microbiological evaluations highlight the polymicrobial nature of the wounds we have treated. MRSA, *Pseudomonas aeruginosa*, *Acinetobacter baumannii*, *Staphylococcus epidermidis*, *Serratia marcescens* and *Enterococcus faecalis* are common species isolated from these pediatric wounds.

Significant positive results relating to the treatment of the patients with DACC wound dressing included a reduction in hyperemia of the peri-wound tissues, a reduction in wound malodour, exudate, and the alleviation of pain at dressing removal after the first 2–5 changes. No adverse wound or peri-lesional effects were recorded, and the dressing did not cause itching or interfere with play activities. No other treatment modalities (eg, other dressings or topical antibiotics) were used in the treatment of these wounds, and this resulted in a reduction in treatment costs (including a reduction in the nursing time costs). The reduction in the nursing time and time taken to change dressings was particularly important for neonate and infant patients as this helped reduce the level of anxiety experienced.

A significant number of patients with infected pressure ulcers have been treated within the clinical centre in the most recent years of this 15-year reflection (September 2015 to September 2020). During this period, 402 infants with infected stage I or stage II pressure ulcers were treated with DACC wound dressing. Patients treated with DACC wound dressing (gel) received no other topical therapy nor was there any systemic antibiotic treatment. As a response measure of the DACC wound dressing, the parameter of WSR was measured. Three-hundred and sixty-three (90.7%) patients demonstrated a mean 75% WSR at the end of the evaluation period, 25 (6.3%) patients showed incomplete or partial WSR (10–23%), and the remaining 12 (3.0%) patients had wounds that showed a deterioration in wound condition in a mean time of 10 days. In most patients (92.6%) with a mean 75% WSR there was a reduction in exudate levels that corresponded with the WSR data. There was also a 10-fold decrease in bacterial counts after the first two dressing changes. However, in seven patients of this group, exudate levels only started decreasing after seven dressing changes.

**Table 2 Areas of Concern for Wound Care of Paediatric Patients**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Premature Neonate</th>
<th>Term Neonate</th>
<th>Infant</th>
<th>Child</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Skin-based considerations</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impaired epidermal barrier function</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increased skin absorption</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skin susceptibility to irritants (eg, urine, faeces)</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skin fragility</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impaired thermoregulation (eg, temperature control)</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immune function considerations</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impaired immune response</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dressing-specific considerations</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Removal of dressing by patient</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contamination of dressing (eg, urine, faeces, dirt)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Need to fix dressing in place (eg, due to increased independent movement)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient’s cognitive developmental status considerations</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient anxiety</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient education needed</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient developmental disability</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** Data from King et al.

[71]
These patients showed a polymicrobial profile including species such as *Pseudomonas aeruginosa*, *Enterococcus faecalis* and *Klebsiella pneumoniae*, and the clinical decision was taken to subsequently treat these patients with systemic antibiotics. In patients with incomplete or partial WSR, wounds showed polymicrobial cultures of 3–7 pathogens including MRSA. Patients exhibiting a deterioration in wound condition showed signs of localised and systemic infection. In these cases, DACC wound dressing was stopped, and alternative therapies (including systemic antibiotics) were started.

The use of DACC wound dressings for the prevention of SSI is an application used at our clinical setting. The protocol for the prevention of SSI in craniotomy suture lines the Bambino Gesu’ Children’s Hospital begins 48 hours prior to surgery and continues during and after the surgical procedure, and then into the immediate, subsequent hospitalisation period both in the ICU and on the return of the patient to the ward. The effectiveness of DACC wound dressing (gel) on the prevention of SSI was assessed in 45 pediatric patients affected by mono- and polysutural craniosynostosis and therefore midfacial malformations such as Apert and Crouzon Syndrome. Children were treated with a medicated shampoo containing 4% chlorhexidine digluconate during the day of operation. Prior to surgery, the skin was treated with PHMB followed by Chloraprep (2% chlorhexidine digluconate/isopropyl alcohol). After the surgical procedure was complete, sutures had been applied the DACC wound dressing. Superficial SSI was managed with the DACC wound dressing, and the infection was resolved within 2 weeks resulting in an absence of clinical signs of SSI. No additional antimicrobial therapies were required, and the duration of any antibiotic administration was reduced. The removal of the DACC wound dressing was assessed as being painless (VAS assessment). Crying and agitation were reported in 7/40 (17.5%) of cases, and always at the beginning of the dressing change procedure. This was only seen at the first dressing change and was therefore done in the presence of drainage and with the central venous catheters in place and was felt was not due to the dressing.

**The Benefits of DACC Technology Dressings**

In our experience, DACC wound dressings have been used successfully in a variety of different skin conditions and wounds including to protect the wound and prevent ingress of contaminants and microorganisms in cutaneous mucositis (a reaction after chemotherapy), in palliative care (both oncohematological and terminal congenital pathologies), to protect partial or complete open abdomens, congenital conditions such as omphalocele or acquired conditions (post-liver transplant), and in dehiscence of the anterior abdominal wall in inflammatory chronic intestinal disease. DACC wound dressing has also been used in the treatment of first, second and third degree burns in patients of pediatric age, reducing re-epithelialisation times with minimal psychological distress and no side effects in a group of ten patients. In our experience, DACC wound dressing is extremely effective in the treatment of burns of the extremities, where it prevents the scar fusion of the digits, controls pain and reduces the appearance of interphalangeal keloids.

The peri-wound skin plays a critical role in the wound healing process. It not only provides a structural stability that allows wound healing to progress but it also provides the cellular (ie, keratinocytes) and biochemical nutrients and signals (eg, growth factors) that are required for stimulating the new tissue’s integral components. Recent studies have demonstrated the importance of peri-wound skin in promoting healing (in patients with venous leg ulcers) or importantly in that peri-wound skin subject to various insults will delay healing. It is essential therefore that the skin is recognised as a vital part of healing a wound by healthcare workers treating a wound and this recognition is especially so in pediatric wounds. Experience has shown that, in a variety of indications during fifteen consecutive years, DACC wound dressing (Sorbact) has been shown to protect the peri-wound skin from the progression of the inflammation and possible infection that enables superficial tissue erosion, hyperemia, edema, dulness and pain. Particularly useful in pediatrics is the application of DACC wound dressing gel beyond the limits of the lesion in the perigenital sites; areas sometimes made moist by a physiological urinary incontinence. In these cases, the gel is also capable of effectively counteracting the salinity and acidity of the urine.

There is no contraindication for DACC wound dressing in neonates and infants except for the width and shape of the dressing, even the smallest sizes of dressing. When lesions are circumferential – as is the case in amniotic bridle or extravasation lesions – a wrap-around dressing can easily be applied to include the peri-wound skin. The physical and non-medicated nature of DACC wound dressing’s antimicrobial action makes it particularly useful in neonatal age and
premature babies with congenital wounds such as aplasia cutis. Infant skin is still developing, and the impaired barrier function of newborn skin means that any wound care provider must give critical consideration to the use of wound care products and the ingredients in these products and topicals to identify known irritants or if some components are the mechanism of absorption and clearance of dressing components (eg, silver).3,49,71 The use of a dressing that acts via physical means and binds microorganisms rather than relying on the use of active agents such as topical antibiotics will minimise deleterious effects on the patient. The ability of DACC wound dressings (eg, gel) to reduce pain in a short time until it is abolished makes it a key element in the therapy and prevention of complex pediatric lesions.72

Scalp defects, including occipital (posterior skull region) wounds, can be a particularly difficult problem,73 particularly in terms of the congenital malformations that are due to structural anomalies of the craniofacial complex. As with adults, pediatric patients are at risk for pressure ulcers74 with the occipital region at increased risk in infants and children compared to adults.75 As with wounds in anatomical areas difficult to dress, the curvature of the head may make the application of wound dressings difficult and the retention of these dressings may be problematic due to the mobility of the pediatric patient particularly if dressings are painful or uncomfortable. Pediatric patients may attempt to remove the dressings.71

Pediatric patients with craniomaxillofacial defects require early and careful intervention because of the effects they might have on growth and development and for improving quality of life, brain, and cognitive functions, and stomatognathic aspects during growth.76 The approach with craniotomies and subsequent cranioplasty must observe a precise protocol for the prevention of post-surgical infections and the consequent complications (eg, wound dehiscence, infection, etc.). The literature reports an incidence of SSI in pediatric patients undergoing craniotomies ranging from 6.9% to 28%.77 Our experience has shown that the use of DACC wound dressing (gel) in the treatment of occipital surgical wounds for the prevention of SSI has been highly successful.

The success of DACC wound dressing when applied to pediatric patients regarding the reduction of wound bioburden is due to the ability of the DACC component of the dressing to irreversibly bind pathogenic bacteria.55,78,79 The pathogens bind to the wound dressing when they encounter the hydrophobic surface under the moist conditions of infected wounds. Pathogens bind to the DACC permanently and are then removed when the dressing is changed. The hydrophobic interaction technology does not induce bacterial resistance, has no contraindications, and since it does not release any material or pharmacological component into the tissues it is unable to induce skin intolerances or allergies nor systemic effects.80,81

Pediatric patients, especially neonates and infants, are vulnerable to pressure ulcer formation, and it is becoming increasingly clear to clinicians that pediatric patients with pressure ulcers require special considerations, protocols, guidelines and standardised approaches to pressure ulcer prevention and treatment.82 Pediatric pressure injury prevalence has been estimated to be between 0.47 and 35% with the estimates rising to between 7.1 and 44% in pediatric intensive care units.82 Successful pediatric pressure injury prevention and treatment can be achieved through the standardized and concentrated efforts of interprofessional teams and the use of specialized wound dressings that address infection, enable wound healing, reduce pain, and hence provide psychological support for the pediatric patient. This clinical experience has shown the effectiveness of DACC wound dressings in this respect.

Figures 1–3 show clinical case summaries that exemplify treatment of complex pediatric wounds with wound dressings with DACC technology.

**Conclusion**

This article has presented a historical perspective (over a period of 15 years) from 1232 pediatric patients relating to the use of DACC wound dressing in the treatment of a variety of chronic and complex pediatric wounds. The evidence gathered over this time has shown that DACC wound dressing has been a successful dressing in that it enabled prevention/treatment of bacterial wound infections, supported healing progression and reduced pain thus having a positive psychological impact upon both the patient and their family.
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Figure 1 Clinical example of sacral pressure ulcer.
Notes: Sacral grade IV pressure ulcer in a 12-year-old male teenager with mixed-lineage leukemia and bone marrow transplant (A). Bilateral V-Y flap with suture at risk for dehiscence and initial leakage of the sloping tract (B). Medicated every 48 hours with Cutimed Sorbact gel for two weeks (C). Absence of infection, dehiscence, and optimal healing (D).

Figure 2 Clinical example of ear reconstruction.
Notes: Right microtia and ear reconstruction with rib cartilage in a 14-year-old male. Skin ischaemic adverse event with necrosis affecting the helix and dehiscence involving the helix pit and part of the neo antihelix (A). Six consecutive changes with Cutimed Sorbact gel at 72-hour intervals (B). Complete healing without the need for local flaps (C and D).

Figure 3 Clinical example of wound dehiscence.
Notes: Back dehiscence after surgery for myelomeningocele and spina bifida, with areas of dark and yellow necrosis and multiple lesions affecting the periwound (A). Multi-layer treatment of Cutimed Sorbact gel after compresses with polyhexanide-dimethylbiguanide (10’), every 72 hours (B). Eight consecutive changes and coverage with Postop® by Molnlycke (C).
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DACC, dialkyl carbamoyl chloride; FLACC, Faces, Legs, Activity, Cry and Consolability; ICUs, intensive care units; MDRI, medical device-related pressure injury; MRSA, meticillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus; PHMB, polyhexamethylene biguanide; RCT, randomised controlled trial; SSI, surgical site infection; TBSA, total body surface area; VAS, Visual Analogue Scale; WSR, wound size reduction.
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Formalized studies conducted during the 15-year period followed relevant Italian Law, and European Medical Device Guidelines. The studies were approved by the Institutional Review Board of the Bambino Gesu’ Children’s Hospital. Informed consent was provided by parent/foster parent/caregiver prior to enrollment into any study. Patients/parents/
foster parents/social caregivers gave their consent for data relating to treatment being analysed and used to support publications available in the public domain. All aspects of these studies were in accordance with the principles set forth by the Declaration of Helsinki.
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